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STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
Hard work. It’s a value that’s synonymous with the Midwest, and one held in very high
regard here in Nebraska.
Nebraskans’ dedication to hard work is reflected in a variety of statistics:
• Our 2016 average unemployment rate was tied for the 4th lowest nationally, and
Nebraska’s annual average unemployment rate has been below 5% each year since
1986 (BLS, 2017a).
• Based on 2014 data, Nebraska outperforms predicted GDP based on population
size, ranking 11th highest among all states – an indication of the economic
productivity of its workforce (UNO, 2015-2017).
• In 2015, Nebraskans held multiple jobs at a rate of 7.7%, tied for the 5th highest
rate nationally (BLS, 2017b).
• Nebraska’s average retirement age in 2016, 65, is tied for the highest in the country
(Smart Asset, 2017).
• Our students demonstrate their dedication by graduating from high school and
continuing on to college at high rates. Nebraska’s 90% high school graduation rate in
2013-14 was the highest in the country, and its 72% college-going rate in 2012-13
ranked 7th highest nationally (FSG, 2016).
But beyond being an important cultural value, hard work is one of our state’s most
important resources. For Nebraska to be successful, we must take full advantage of what
may be our greatest asset – the work ethic of our people.
While Nebraska successfully weathered the most severe years of the recession, recent
revenue shortfalls signal cracks in the state’s economic super-structure. Popular opinion
attributes most of this decline to weaker commodity prices. The alignment between
Nebraska’s industries and its workforce, however, provides a more powerful explanation
of both its weaknesses and tremendous opportunities.
The purposes of this paper are to (i) provide information regarding Nebraska’s
workforce and the economic needs it must be prepared to satisfy, and (ii) offer ideas on
what stakeholders across the state – government officials at all levels, business and
education leaders, economic development officials, trade groups and labor organizations
– can do to better leverage the capability of our workforce and expand opportunities for
businesses and workers alike. Achieving this objective is critical to Nebraska’s future,
and Accelerate Nebraska hopes to play an important role by informing and convening
the conversations necessary to get there.
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ECONOMIC POTENTIAL
Population exerts a tremendous influence on a state’s economic potential in the US. The
number of people in a state explains about 98% of the theoretical size of its economic
output. As Chart 1 illustrates below, Nebraska’s 1.8 million people generate just about
$100 billion dollars per year. As a rough rule, every 20,000 person increase in Nebraska
grows its economic potential about 1% (UNO, 2015-2017).
Chart 1

Data Source: United States Census Bureau, 2014, 2016; Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2016
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Nebraska’s economic potential might be small compared to other states, however, it
outperforms most other states in realizing its economic potential. In 2014, Nebraska’s
population produced 128% of its predicted economic activity. When considering states
with comparable populations, the only states to perform better than Nebraska were
states with significant mineral and energy wealth (UNO 2015-2017).
Nebraska’s economic efficiency might be a point of pride, but it also signals that
population growth cannot solve the state’s economic issues. Employers and workers
already over-produce relative to expectations—Nebraska’s workers cannot work any
harder. To significantly improve the state’s economic output, industry will have to
leverage technology and capital to increase either 1) the value of worker output, or 2) the
volume of worker output.
Population-based strategies are cast further in doubt by findings from SRI International
reporting that the state’s infrastructure is exhausted, especially outside of the metro
areas (2016). Nebraska cannot expect to attract new residents if it cannot support them
with adequate housing and utilities.
Chart 2

Data Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2016; UNO, 2015-2017
*Actual GDP in billions of chained 2009 dollars
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WORKFORCE PARTICIPATION AND EDUCATION PREPARATION
Nebraska has a labor force participation rate that is “the envy of the country as a whole”
(SRI, 2016). Some evidence of this can be found in the fact that the number of Nebraska
workers with multiple jobs ties for 5th highest in the country. (BLS, 2017b).
Workers between the ages of 25 to 69 hold 90% of all full-time, year-round jobs in
Nebraska. About 60,000 Nebraskans between the ages of 16 to 24 report finding fulltime, year-round work (CPAR, 2017). In any given year, fewer than 6,000 high-school
graduates enter the job market; less than 1,000 will find full-time, year-round work.
Chart 3

Data Source: Center for Public Affairs Research (CPAR), 2017
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Nebraska consistently ranks among the states with the highest number of graduates
continuing their education beyond high school. Since 2010, 70% of graduating seniors
have gone on to attend certificate programs, community colleges, trade schools, and
other two- and four-year degree programs (NCHEMS, 2017). Two-thirds of Nebraska’s
workforce has completed education beyond the high-school diploma (BLS, 2013; UNO,
2015-2017).
Chart 4

Data Source: NCHEMS, 2017
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WORKFORCE AND LABOR MARKET
Despite Nebraskans' high rate of post-secondary education, 70% of Nebraska’s jobs
require a high school education or less. Almost 40% of Nebraska workers have an
associate’s degree or better, yet only 20% of Nebraska’s jobs require those levels of
education (BLS, 2013; UNO, 2015-2017). Nebraska industries overly rely on low-skill
jobs (FSG, 2016; SRI, 2016; Battelle, 2010). This may contribute to Nebraska’s ability to
retain talent. According to FSG, Nebraska’s outflow of college graduates has been more
severe than other states, and our business, community, and state leaders agree (2016).
“We continue to lose graduates with bachelor’s degrees to
other states. A number of them are just unable to find jobs
or careers here… Unless we fundamentally change what our
labor market looks like, we’re going to continue to lose our
smartest students.” – Business leader (FSG, 2016).

“One area we desperately need to improve on is
retaining our most talented folks. We keep
graduating incredibly bright students, and they
leave immediately, and some never come back.
That is a real problem, especially if we want to
grow our state.” – State Legislator (FSG, 2016).

Chart 5

Data Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013
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The fact that 90% of Nebraska’s jobs require no prior experience underscores industry’s
inability to more fully leverage the potential productivity of the state’s workforce (BLS,
2013, UNO 2015-2017).
With one of the highest workforce participation and post-secondary education rates in
the country, Nebraska industries have ample talent to support better productivity and
competitiveness. These factors alone raise questions about how well Nebraska industry
adapts to new methods of production. When one considers how few jobs require prior
experience, the evidence suggests an overwhelming lack of investment and innovation
among Nebraska businesses.
Chart 6

Data Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013
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UNDEREMPLOYMENT AND ITS FISCAL IMPLICATIONS
For jobs requiring a HS diploma or less, Nebraska has 280,000 more jobs than it does
workers. On the other hand, about 330,000 people cannot find work appropriate for
their level of education. Chart 7 illustrates this type of underemployment in Nebraska.
Since Nebraska has been at full employment for 30 years, one can only conclude that
many educated, experienced workers fill jobs requiring a HS diploma or less (BLS, 2013;
UNO, 2015-2017).
Chart 7

Data Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013
*Placement in education category is based on highest degree/level completed.
**Number of Nebraskans in workforce has been reduced by 20% at all education levels to compensate for selfemployed workers and those not seeking employment.

The widespread underutilization of Nebraska’s educated and experienced labor force
suppresses worker earnings, at the individual level, but also undermines the state’s fiscal
health.
Nebraska’s wages lag 21% behind the national average (FSG, 2016; SRI, 2016). FSG
reports that even with its low cost of living, Nebraska’s depressed wages make it less
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affordable to live in than the national average. In many cases, workers with a college
degree earn little more than someone with a high school diploma in the same job.
According to American Community Survey data, a computer programmer with a
bachelor’s degree in Nebraska makes only $0.50/hr more than a computer programmer
with a high school diploma. In Kansas, programmers with a bachelor’s degree earn
$6/hr more than programmers with high school credentials. Kansas employers net a
higher return on wages paid to programmers and can support the increased pay. (UNO,
2016; U.S. Census Bureau, 2015). In general, Nebraska industries seem to struggle to
generate sufficient economic output to pay higher wages (Battelle, 2010).
Nebraska’s jobs pay about $36 billion a year. Using Nebraska’s current marginal tax
rates, workers could earn $11 billion dollars more per year and generate an additional
$824 million in annual tax revenue if they were employed at and earned average
Nebraska wages for that degree level.
Workers could earn $21 billion more per year and generate almost $1 billion dollars
more in tax revenue if Nebraskans were employed at and earned the average national
wage for their degree level. (BLS, 2013; UNO, 2015-2017).
Chart 8

Data Source: Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2013
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NEBRASKA’S GDP BY INDUSTRY
Chart 9 shows how an industry’s contribution to Nebraska’s economic output compares
to the national average. For example, as 6.3% of Nebraska’s GDP, agriculture makes up
5.3% more of the state’s economic output than the national average.
Overall, capital-intensive industries compose more of Nebraska’s GDP. Higher margin,
technologically advanced industries (e.g., information; professional, scientific, and
technical services) contribute less than the national average to the state’s economic
activity (BEA, 2016; UNO, 2015-2017).
Chart 9

Data Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2016
*Percentages will not add up to 100% due to rounding
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While agriculture directly contributes only 6.3% to Nebraska’s GDP, it remains the
primary economic engine for most Nebraska counties. Chart 10 illustrates how much a
challenge this lack of diversity poses for the state geographically. Nebraska’s population
may be scattered around the state but economic opportunities outside of agriculture are
tightly concentrated in small pockets around Lincoln and Omaha and along I-80. In
September 2016, the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City went so far as to say,
“Nebraska has more farm-dependent counties and agricultural banks than any state in
the country” (2016).
Chart 10

Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, 2016

In 2016, the Brooking’s Institution ranked states and metro areas based on how well
they have established advanced industry sectors. Advanced industries (AI) focus
strongly on research and development and STEM (science, technology, engineering, and
math). Advanced industry intensity is the percentage of all jobs in the area that utilize
these higher skills. Table 1 shows that Nebraska ranks 40th out of the 50 states in
advanced industry intensity. Nebraska falls behind in AI intensity, AI production, and
pay compared to neighboring states.
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The Omaha/Council Bluffs area ranks 76th out of 100 metro areas across the country in
advanced industry intensity and trails some surrounding metro areas in terms of
intensity and production. The average pay for all jobs in Omaha/Council Bluffs lags
behind Kansas City, Minneapolis, and Des Moines. Pay for AI jobs in Omaha/Council
Bluffs fares better.

Table 1

Table 2

The Brookings Institution, 2016
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WHAT SHOULD NEBRASKA DO?
Aside from its fiscal dimensions, Nebraska’s reservoir of untapped talent represents a
potent resource by which industry might recapture a more profitable and competitive
footing. The state’s economic strategies must shift to support employers’
transformation to best-in-industry techniques grounded in advanced methodologies
that release the potential of its current and future labor force. Nebraska workers possess
the capability to be far more productive; the state’s methods of production need to catch
up with the education and experience of these workers.
No list of recommendations will likely be complete, but the steps listed below appear to
be central to growing and improving Nebraska’s economy.
Stop public financing counter-productive investments
Not all jobs are equal in Nebraska. Nebraska already has more low-skill, low wage jobs
than it can afford. Better economic productivity will require more effective utilization of
the educated work-force largely being wasted in filling these low-skill jobs. Tax
incentives and public financing of debt needs to be limited to industries developing jobs
which give Nebraska a competitive, international advantage.
Nebraska’s use of capital investments must improve
To transform Nebraska industry, non-farm business sectors must have access to capital
at the same scale and risk tolerance that has made agriculture a world-leading industry
here. Financing will be required for successful Nebraska businesses to consolidate
markets and competition through acquisitions and mergers. Capital investments will be
needed to implement advanced technologies that leverage worker productivity to higher
levels than can be achieved through hard work alone. Development resources will be
required to identify higher value outputs that Nebraska workers can achieve with
existing, or slightly improved, production capacities. And, of course, venture capital
provides the cornerstone on which tomorrow’s advanced industries are founded.
Set the stage to diversify county economies across the state
Nebraska’s rural counties present few economic options beyond agriculture. The
workforce in these communities possesses the same advantages in education and
experience found in more populated areas. These communities require reliable,
affordable broadband access with minimum speeds of 25 Mbps to participate in
international streams of commerce and opportunity. Capital investments in technology
and infrastructure erases geographic barriers standing between the Nebraskans in these
communities and the worldwide economy.
Invest in projects to retain heavy construction capacity
SRI reports that while Nebraska’s roads, communications, and sewers and housing
require significant expansion and
14

improvement, infrastructure projects in the southeast and western US threaten to
hollow out the state’s capacity for heavy construction and home building. Planned,
strategic investments in critical projects that anchor construction resources in the state
may need to be accelerated to preserve this capacity.
Identify, recruit, and resource the next generation of Nebraska business
owners
Nebraska small and medium businesses face a dramatic demographic shift in the next
ten years. Many of the state’s underemployed workers have the formal education and
years of experience to successfully assume the ownership and management of these
businesses. Nebraska needs to identify the best candidates to take over these
enterprises and grow them into 21st Century industries. By aggressively cultivating a
corps of successors, commerce can better ensure that strong leaders will have access to
the financing and capital required to continue and improve important Nebraska
businesses of all sizes.
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